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Original scientific paper  
Development of a hydraulically driven process of steel centrifugal die casting industry requires accurate response of position in time. In the frame of 
preliminary investigations the analysis and control of electrohydraulic velocity servo system is considered in the presence of flow nonlinearities and 
internal friction. The nonlinear and uncertainty characteristics make the conventional controller not yield to the system high requirements. Two different 
nonlinear design procedures are employed: feedback linearization and backstepping. It is shown that both these techniques can be successfully used to 
stabilize any chosen operating point of the system. Additionally, invaluable new insights are gained about the dynamics of the system under consideration. 
This illustrates that the true potential of constructive nonlinear design lies far beyond the mere task of achieving a desired control objective. All derived 
results are validated by computer simulation of the nonlinear mathematical model of the system.  
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Dizajniranje nelinearne regulacije brzine elektrohidrauličkog servo sustava metodom Lyapunova 
 
Izvorni znanstveni članak 
Razvoj regulacijskog sustava hidrauličkog pogona u procesu centrifugalnog lijevanja čelika zahtijeva točan pozicijski i vremenski odaziv sustava, kako bi 
se što preciznije izlio lijev. U okviru preliminarnih istraživanja razmatrana je dinamička analiza i regulacija elektrohidrauličkog brzinskog servosustava, 
kod koje nastupaju nelinearnosti prouzrokovane hidrauličkim tokom i unutrašnjim trenjem. Nelinearnosti i nesigurnosti u dinamičkim karakteristikama 
otežavaju postizanje visokih zahtjeva po stabilizaciji upotrebom konvencionalnih regulatora. Prikazana su dva različita primjera nelinearnog konstruiranja 
regulatora, prvi kod kojeg je postignuta linearizacija povratnim ciklusom, i drugi primjer linearizacije povratnim korakom. Uporabom oba regulatora 
postignuta je učinkovita stabilizacija u bilo kojoj radnoj točki sustava. Isto tako ostvaren je i bolji uvid u dinamičke karakteristike sustava što daje dodatnu 
vrijednost spomenutom regulatoru. Rezultati su potvrđeni računarskom simulacijom uporabom nelinearnog matematičkog modela sustava.  
 






Wide range of modern industrial applications is 
encountered in electrohydraulic servosystems because of 
their ability to handle large inertia and torque loads. They 
achieve fast responses and high degree of accuracy at the 
same time. Typical applications include processing of 
plastics, industrial robots, aircrafts, lunch vehicles, flight 
simulators, floating cranes [1], testing systems [2] and 
numerous military applications. Electrohydraulic servo 
systems can be classified as either a position, velocity or 
force-torque system, depending on desired control 
objectives.  
This paper investigates velocity closed loop control 
system of hydraulically driven process of iron centrifugal 
die-casting in industry. The research is conducted in 
laboratory environment and by computer simulations. 
Basic components of electrohydraulic servo system 
are a pump that feeds the system with hydraulic fluid 
from a tank, an accumulator located on the discharge side 
of the pump that acts as a supporting source of energy, a 
relief valve to limit maximum operation pressure. The 
hydraulic axial-piston hydraulic motor and a servo valve 
are main components of the system. According to 
electrical input signal, the position of the spool inside the 
servo valve is controlled.  It directs the oil flow through 
orifices and consequently determines speed of hydraulic 
actuator as well as direction of the motion. Besides a 
control, computer and power electronics low noise 
velocity and pressure sensors are also important elements 
of such control systems.  
For successful closed loop velocity control, 
development of suitable controller which could reflect 
such characteristics is very significant, although the 
dynamics of electro hydraulic servo system is highly 
nonlinear [3, 4]. 
The presence of flow nonlinearities and internal 
friction make the selection of appropriate closed loop 
controllers with the use of classic linear control theory 
difficult. Therefore, a nonlinear design procedure is 
employed here with the use of feedback linearization 
technique for stabilizing the controller. 
Despite the fact that the controller designed by using 
the technique of feedback linearization successfully 
achieves the desired objectives theoretically, another 
controller is designed using the backstepping approach. It 
avoids unnecessary cancellations that can have a 
detrimental effect in the presence of parametric 
uncertainties or non-modelled dynamics. The 
performance of designed controller is validated by the 
appropriate simulation of nonlinear mathematical model 
of the system. 
The authors Krstic et al. in their book [5] 
introduced the fundamental concept of backstepping 
method. In the extension of this book, the approach 
focusing on the stabilization problem in stochastic 
nonlinear systems is also developed. The backstepping 
control method is also presented in [6÷10] where this 
technique is explained in detail for regulating and tracking 
problem. 
To transform a given nonlinear system into an 
equivalent linear system, feedback linearization is 
employed for changes of coordinates. A major advantage 
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of feedback linearization approach is related to the 
cancellations of nonlinearities that are introduced in 
design process. On the other hand these cancelations can 
have a negative effect, namely some nonlinearities can 
improve the system stability. Their cancellation can lead 
to instability in the presence of modelling uncertainties. 
To avoid unnecessary cancelations the integrator 
backstepping approach is used. The method represents a 
recursive design scheme that can be used for systems in 
strict feedback form with nonlinearities non constrained 
by linear bounds. As a design tool, backstepping is less 
restrictive than feedback linearization and its previously 
mentioned design flexibility can put "beneficial 
nonlinearities" to good in use. At every step of 
backstepping a new Control Lyapunov Function (CLF) is 
constructed by augmentation of CLF from previous step 
by a term which penalizes the error between "virtual 
control" and its desired value, so called stabilizing 
function. A major advantage of backstepping is the 
construction of a Lyapunov function whose derivative can 
be made negative definite by a variety of control laws 
rather by a specific control law.  
 
2 System description and dynamical modelling 
 
Photography of the experimental rotary 
electrohydraulic servo system is shown in Fig. 1. 
 
 
Figure 1 Experimental electrohydraulic servo system 
 
Two stages servo valve consists of three main parts: 
the electrical torque motor, the hydraulic amplifier and 
the valve spool assembly. The dynamics of the valve 
spool with no noticeable decline in accuracy in a wide 
range of frequencies can be described through the first 
order transfer function between the valve opening area 
(Asv) and control input (u): 
 
⋅ + = ⋅sv sv sv svA A K uτ  (1) 
 
where svK  is the servo valve gain and svτ  is the servo 
valve time constant. The constant mentioned can be 
determined for the manufacturer‘s catalogue or by certain 
tests. Due to the fact that the input of the valve is an 
electric current but the interface card output is in the form 
of an electric voltage it is in common to use a current to 
voltage converter. The constant of this converter is 
considered in the servo valve gain coefficient [11, 12]. 
For an ideal critical centre, servo valve with a 
matched and symmetric orifice the input/output flow rate 
from the servo valve through the orifices (assuming 
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where 1 2= −L C Cp p p   is a load pressure or pressure 
difference between both chambers, 1 2= +S C CP p p  is the 
supply pressure and LQ  is the load flow. Assuming no 
external leakage, LQ can be considered as the average 




Q QQ . Where 1CQ  and 2CQ  
are flow rates to and from the servo valve. 
Cd and ρ in Eq. (2) indicate the flow discharge 
coefficient and fluid density, respectively. The sign 
function stands for the change in the direction of fluid 
flow through the servo valve. Employing the 
compressibility equation for the fluid flow in the actuator 






= − Θ − s L svL d sv m L L




where β and V0 are, respectively, the fluid bulk modulus 
and the oil under compression in one chamber of the 
actuator. Dm and CL represent the actuator volumetric 
displacement and total leakage coefficient, respectively. 
By applying Newton’s second low for rotary motion of a 
hydraulic actuator and neglecting, the Coulomb’s 
frictional torque: 
 
Θ = − ⋅Θ + T m L LJ D p B T  (4) 
 
where Dm is the volumetric displacement of hydromotor. 
B is the viscous damping coefficient, JT is the total inertia 
of the motor and load referred to the motor shaft and TL is 
the load torque, while ,Θ Θ   are angular velocity and 
acceleration. Combining Eqs. (1) ÷ (4) and choosing
1 = Θx , 2 = Lx p and x3 = Asv as state variables we can 
finally describe the system with third order nonlinear state 
space model: 
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A symbolic representation of the applied rotary 




Figure2 Schematic diagram of the experimental set up 
 
Mathematical description (5), serves as a basis to 
apply "integrator backstepping" procedure for design of a 
nonlinear controller. 
 
3 Nonlinear control and backstepping design 
 
This section addresses the problem of designing a 
controller which provides asymptotic stability of the 
operating point of interest. Assuming that the full state 
information is available, the underlying technique for 
solving this problem is backstepping. Backstepping 
control is a technique for designing stabilizing controls 
for special class of nonlinear dynamic systems. These 
systems are built from subsystems that radiate out from an 
irreducible subsystem that can be stabilized using some 
other method. Because of this recursive structure, the 
designer can start the design process at known stable 
system and »back out« new controllers that progressively 
stabilize each outer subsystem. The process terminates 
when the final external control is reached.  
The detailed derivations of finding backstepping 
control input are covered in the next 4 steps: 
First we define negative errors for system (5): 
 
1 1 1 1
2 2 1 2 2 1
3 3 2 3 3 2
= − ⇒ = +
= − ⇒ = +
= − ⇒ = +
z x r x z r
z x x z





Step 1a: First negative error and its derivative is: 
 
1 1 1 1
1 1
= − ⇒ = +
= − 




Step 1b: Define the first candidate of control 






=V z  (8) 
 
Here we introduce first negative control error 
1 1= −z x r the derivative of Lyapunov function is: 
 
( )1 1 1 1 1= = −  V z z z x r  (9) 
 
Insert the first equation of system (5) and the second 
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Step 1c: Define first virtual control: 
 
( )1 1 1 3 1 1
2
1
= + + −a x a r k z
a
α  (11) 
 
With such selection, we achieve the following form 
of augmented Lyapunov function: 
 
2
1 2 1 2 1 1= −
V a z z k z  (12) 
 
Partial differentiations of 1α  with respect to the terms 
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Now we define virtual control for the second equation 
of (5).  
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Inserting second equation of system (5) and above 
derivative, we get: 
 
( )( )2 2 1 4 1 5 2 6 2 3 1
2






z x a x a x a P x xα α  (16) 
 
Step 2b: Selection of the second virtual control. With 
the augmentation of the first Lyapunov function we define 






= +V V z  (17) 
 
With differentiation of 2V  we get: 
 
2
2 1 2 2 1 1 6 2 2 3
2 2 1 4 1 5 2 6 2 2 1
= + = − + − +





V V z z k z a P x z z
z a z a x a x a P x α α
 (18) 
 
Step 2c As a second virtual control select in above 
equation and define: 
 
2 2 1 4 1 5 2 1 2 2
6 2
1
= − + + + −  −

s
a z a x a x k z
a P x
α α  (19) 
 
With such selection we achieve the following form of 
augmented Lyapunov function: 
 
( )2 22 1 1 2 2 6 2 2 3= − − + − sV k z k z a P x z z  (20) 
 
In the next step we will need the partial derivative of 
2α  with respect to the variables 1x , 2x , r , r , r , and 
introduce the first equation of system (5) : 
 
2 2 1 4 1 5 2 1 2 2
6 2
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Finally, we get: 
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In final step we define the third control, which is no 
more virtual, namely we introduce here real control 
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Now we select real control law u in such a way that 
the 3V  gets the form: 
 
2 2 2
3 1 1 2 2 3 3= − − −V k z k z k z  (25) 
 
Finally, we get: 
 
( )6 2 2 7 3 2 3 3
8
1  = − − + + − 
su a P x z a x k za
α  (26) 
 
4 Results of simulation studies 
 
In this chapter, computer simulations are 
implemented to analyse the novel nonlinear controller 
developed for the servo hydraulic rotary actuator. Results 
are compared with the implementation of conventional 
PI-controller. The simulation code is programmed with 
Matlab-Simulink programming language. 
To implement a numerical simulation of rotary servo 
hydraulic actuator, knowledge of the appropriate system 
parameters is required. Tab. 1 lists the parameters of 
laboratory servo hydraulic system. 
 
Table 1 Physical parameters obtained from manufacturers catalogue 
Jt = 3,4×10−3 kgm2 Dm = 0,72×10−6 m3/rad 
B = 1,1×10−6 Nms/rad CL = 9,25×10−12 m5/Ns 
β = 0,35×109 Pa V0 = 2,7121×10−5 m3 
Cd = 0,63 TL = 0,7 Nm 
Ksv = 4,652×10−7 m2/V τsv = 0,0023 s 
 
Computer simulation scheme i.e. Simulink model is 
represented in Fig. 3. 
In Fig. 4 the detail from Fig. 3, namely the 
backstepping controller, is shown. 
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Figure 3 Computer simulation scheme in Matlab-Simulink 
 
 
Figure 4 Backstepping controller as a detail of computer simulation scheme 
 
 
Figure 5 Response on step change in desired velocity from 40 to 50 rad/s 
 
Using computer simulation of dynamic behaviour of 
the closed loop system, the three characteristic situations 
were investigated. Dynamical response of the system on 
step change in reference velocity is shown in Fig. 5.  
Fig. 6 shows the dynamic behaviour of closed loop 
system when external disturbance occurs, while Fig. 7 
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Figure 6 Disturbance rejection by 0,7 Nm change in torque load 
 
 
a)                                                                                                                    b) 
Figure 7 Response of the system with sudden removal of disturbance (a - complete process, b - detail)  
 
All three cases confirm the superiority of 





In this paper, a comprehensive investigation was 
carried out on the nonlinear control of a velocity servo 
system consisting of an electrohydraulic servo valve and 
an axial piston hydraulic motor, which has third relative 
degree and is minimum phase. To avoid the cancelation of 
all nonlinearities, which can have negative influence due 
to non-modelled dynamic, the controller has been 
designed using the backstepping design procedure. 
Studies have shown that Lyapunov based approaches 
are the best strategies for the systems with complex 
dynamics. This is because the Lyapunov function is based 
on the system dynamics itself, thus offering more 
flexibility in building the control signals. Firstly, 
backstepping relaxes the matching conditions, which 
means that the perturbation signals or the uncertainties in 
the system model are not restricted to be shown in the 
state equations that the input signal of the system 
contains. Secondly, backstepping avoids the cancellations 
of usefully nonlinearities and takes the advantage of the 
usefully ones to increase the system stability and reduce 
the amplitude of the control signal in order to avoid 
saturation. 
Additionally, invaluable new insights are gained 
about the dynamics of the system under consideration. 
This illustrates that true potential of constructive 
nonlinear design lies far beyond the mere task of 
achieving a desired control objective. All derived results 
are validated by computer simulation of the nonlinear 
mathematical model of the system.  
The main objective of the research is to find the 
control algorithms that enable a greater degree of 
robustness and stability of the system itself. Backstepping 
method makes it possible to avoid cancelation of useful 
nonlinearities, which can have positive effect on system 
stability. 
Investigations were conducted as a preliminary 
research of closed loop control of hydraulically driven 
process of iron centrifugal die casting in industry. 
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